Disconnection of speech-relevant brain areas in persistent developmental stuttering.
The neuronal basis of persistent developmental stuttering is unknown. The disorder could be related to a reduced left hemisphere dominance, which functional neuroimaging data suggest might lead to right hemispheric motor and premotor overactivation. Alternatively, the core deficit underlying stuttering might be located in the speech-dominant left hemisphere. Furthermore, magnetoencephalography study results show profound timing disturbances between areas involved in language preparation and execution in the left hemisphere, suggesting that persistent developmental stuttering might be related to impaired neuronal communication, possibly caused by a disruption of white matter fibre tracts. We aimed to establish whether disconnection between speech-related cortical areas was the structural basis of persistent developmental stuttering. We analysed the speech of 15 people with persistent developmental stuttering and 15 closely matched controls for the percentage of syllables stuttered. We used diffusion tensor imaging to assess participants' brain tissue structure, and used and two-sample t test to compare diffusion characteristics between groups. Diffusion characteristics of the group with persistent developmental stuttering and controls differed significantly immediately below the laryngeal and tongue representation in the left sensorimotor cortex (mean difference in fractional anisotropy 0.04 [95% CI 0.03-0.05]). Our findings show that persistent developmental stuttering results from disturbed timing of activation in speech-relevant brain areas, and suggest that right hemisphere overactivation merely reflects a compensatory mechanism, analogous to right hemisphere activation in aphasia.